
Your business. Our drive.Your business. Our drive.

with xitron’s navigator gps.marks the spot of reliability.

contact your xitron dealer for more information:corporate headquarters:
781 Avis Drive, Ste. 200
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108
main: 734.913.8080
fax: 734.913.8088
xitronsales@xitron.com

www.xitron.com

Xitron is a registered trademark of Xitron, Inc. Harlequin is a registered trademark of Global Graphics Software. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.Windows is a registered
trademark of Microsoft Corporation and PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated. All other brand or product names are trademarks of their respective owners and are used
without intention of infringement.

LIT-0063 (08/05)

Navigator GPS is an efficient solution for small- and mid-sized printers who are looking 
for a dependable RIP combined with the ability to control and preview jobs from the user’s
desktop. Easy-to-use, powerful, responsive, and compatible with over 150 output devices,
Navigator GPS also gives you the full backing and support of Xitron.We are built to help you
with solutions that are not only reliable, but can be a lasting foundation for years to come.
With Navigator GPS, Xitron has once again delivered on that promise.
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Navigator RIP
Since 1991, the world has recognized Xitron’s Navigator RIP
as the industry leader. Based on the Harlequin® PostScript™3 
interpreter, it stands unequalled in flexibility, performance,
reliability, and value.Today, Navigator GPS includes the
Navigator RIP Manager, which provides a desktop preview 
and unmatched control of jobs from start to finish.

Driving over 150 output devices, Navigator is an excellent
choice for the company seeking to replace older RIP tech-
nology while enhancing the capabilities of their existing output
devices. It is also the perfect cost-conscious RIP solution for
new imagesetting and platesetting devices, printers and proof-
ing systems.

Navigator RIP Manager
Navigator GPS includes Xitron’s Navigator RIP Manager to help increase productivity, manage your workflow, and help
reduce costs.

With an easy-to-use graphical user interface, Navigator RIP Manager allows an operator to manage and control jobs from
virtually any prepress workstation, unlike legacy systems with a single point of control. Specific workflow sequences can
be designated and stored, greatly reducing the opportunity for human error.

The Navigator RIP Manager PDF option allows for greater control over PDF file management and will enable you to
become an integral player as new standards develop and are implemented throughout our industry.

Navigator Options
We listen to our customers. Xitron’s software plug-ins control output device functions and add valuable features, often
eliminating extra production steps.

Navigator is designed so that you purchase the capabilities you need today, and as your business grows or your production
becomes more complex, simply add the functionality you need.

Among the options available for Navigator are: Proofer Plug-ins, HDS Screening,TrapPro, Simple Imposition, and CIP3.

Support behind the Solution
Your investment in Navigator GPS includes not only the software and interface, but the expertise to make this solution
successful in your business. Xitron dealers are trained and certified to support Navigator GPS. Xitron’s own Educational
Services Department offers Support Contracts to supplement the dealer assistance in many areas of the world via email,
telephone and even onsite when required. Using advanced Internet technology, Xitron Technical Specialists are able to
diagnose and often repair problems remotely. Onsite training and installation services are also available in many regions.
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